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THE MA� S�H�AFA�  G�NZA� T
AS A HISTORICAL SOURCE

REGARDING THE THEOLOGY
OF THE ETHIOPIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH

Introduction

The funeral ritual of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church is called Mä����afä
G�nzät or ‘Book of Shrouding’ and the practice is f� t��at, or ‘absolution’.
There is undoubtedly an etymological and practical relationship between the
G���z g�nzät and the Arabic �an�zah ‘funeral’. However, there are notewor-
thy differences in the practice. Whereas the Arabic verb �annaza, from which
�an�zah is derived, means ‘to conduct the funeral service’, the G���z verb
gänäzä means ‘to shroud the dead body in prayer’. That is, �an�zah refers to
the entire service of the ritual, while g�nzät refers to the individual shrou-
ding. The difference between the two is the difference between the whole and
a part of the whole. According to the directory of the Mä����afä G�nzät, shroud-
ing or g�nzät is performed seven times during the f� t��at.

Assuming that the service is indeed an absolution for the remissions of
sins, one of the several theological implications of the service is clear. Even
though the ritual is called Mä����afä G�nzät, or ‘Book of Shrouding’, its ulti-
mate purpose is to absolve, to set free, to let loose or release the dead person
from the bondage of his/her sins. As such, it seems to conflict with and put
into question the relevance of the practice of confession (n�ss���a), which, as
laid down in the Church’s canon laws, including the Mä� ���afä Fäws Mänfäsa-
wi, conditions absolution on repentance and suffering penance.

The foundation of the f� t��at ritual is Mt. 16:19: «I will give you the keys
of the kingdom of heaven, and whatever you bind on earth, shall be bound in
heaven, and whatever you loose on earth, shall be loosed in heaven».1  Through
this ritual, the clergy are free to absolve those among the dead who neither
repented nor confessed their sins and fulfilled the penance meted out to them.

Internal evidence suggests that the present Mä� ���afä G�nzät is a local com-
pilation and, as it is sometimes assumed, was not translated from Coptic Ara-
bic, despite the obvious relationship between G���z g�nzät and Arabic �an��

1 See also Mt. 18:18.
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zah (which could be the residue of an earlier ritual supplanted by the present
one). The history of the ritual, as narrated in its introduction, is the first piece
of evidence supporting this conclusion. It is related to the story of the finding
of the True Cross. One may recall that one of the versions of the latter story
states that Queen Helen, who found the Cross, was instrumental in causing
Judas (Y�huda), a certain Jew who helped her find the Cross, to be baptized
and elevated to Bishop of Jerusalem with the name �������	 (Kirakos).2  The
Mä� ���afä G�nzät extends this story and maintains that the queen found also
the hidden or lost funeral ritual, which Joseph of Arimathea and Nicodemus
used for shrouding Our Lord. It was hidden again after it was used for shroud-
ing the same Joseph and Nicodemus. Thereafter, Archbishop Benjamin of
Alexandria (Benjamin I, who held the office from 623 to 662?) discovered it
and sent (a copy?) to Ethiopians, having attached to it his petition: ������

����	�
����	������	��������	��
������� «And you, the people
of Ethiopia, remember me in your prayer(s); forget me not».3

As we shall see, the text of the Mä� ���afä G�nzät contains excerpts from the
F�t��a Nägä� t ‘The Law of the Kings’ and ��r�at zä-Abba �akw�mis or ‘(Mo-
nastic) Rules of Pachomius’ 
�����	�
�	������� quoted almost verbatim
from their respective G���z versions, ����������	�toward the ritual’s native
character. The directive for the shrouding of monks and nuns and the exclu-
sion of that for bishops when quoting from the F� t��a Nägä� t may show,
moreover, that the ritual was composed in the monasteries (Däbrä �ayq �s�i-
fanos?) which kept the country in turmoil with theological and Christological
controversies from the time of Emperor Sus�nyos’s (1607–1632) conversion
to Catholicism.

The most interesting evidence, however, is the insertion, in a quotation
from the F�t��a Nägä�t, of the sentence �����	 �� �!�	 ���"�	 ����

�
� ��	�#��	����!���	«If she [a woman who dies during, or immediate-
ly after, childbirth] does not have a clean dress, she shall not enter church».
Presumably, the authors of this sentence were referring to the poor economic
conditions of their surroundings, which again points to local composition.

I present here two excerpts from the Mäs ���afä G�nzät, chosen because
they highlight the purpose of the ritual. The first is from the directive, which,
for a reason that will become clear shortly, does not appear in all the manu-
scripts of Mäs���afä G�nzät. The second is a story of a sinner who benefited

2 See ms. EMML 1763, fols. 23a–27a, see GETATCHEW HAILE and WILLIAM F. MA-
COMBER, A Catalogue of Ethiopian Manuscripts Microfilmed for the Ethiopian Man-
uscript Microfilm Library, Addis Ababa and for the Hill Monastic Manuscript Li-
brary, Collegeville, vol. V, Collegeville, (Minnesota) 1981, p. 218; see also IGNAZIO

GUIDI, «Textes orientaux inédits du martyre de Judas Cyriaque évêque de Jérusalem»,
ROC 11 (1906), 337–351.

3 See ms. EMML 3402, fol. 26b; see n. 8 below.
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from the performance of the ritual on his behalf. The compilers of the Mäs���afä
G�nzät included it as concrete evidence of the necessity of the ritual. I note
that, as a reflection of the theological and Christological controversies, the
version of the book printed in T�n�a�e zä-Guba�e printing press4  (owned and
operated by the Ethiopian Orthodox Church) and the majority of the manu-
scripts do not agree with the first excerpt on some crucial points, while the
printed edition has excluded the second excerpt all together.

Editing the entire text, although important, may not be an easy task. In the
collection of the Mäs���afä G�nzät manuscripts one clearly sees numerous var-
iations.5  The text printed in T�n�a�e zä-Guba�e printing press is similar to
none of the several manuscripts I investigated. One reason for this variation
is related to a theological controversy between the adherents of the S �ägga
and Sost L�dät on one side and the adherents of the Q�b�at and Karra theo-
logical schools on the other side. The Mäs���afä G�nzät I am interested in
belongs apparently to the S �ägga group who, as we have now learned from an
unedited Acts (gädl) of Metropolitan Sälama (1841–1868), instruct to give
Communion to the dead.6  My interest in the ritual lies in its contribution to
the history of the Ethiopian Church. Whether or not there are churches and
monasteries that, for example, give Communion to the dead today cannot be
determined from the manuscripts. The S �ägga adherents have been considered
heretics and excommunicated at the Church council of Boru Meda in 1878,7

and the ritual published by the Church does not contain this particular recom-
mendation.

4 �$%&	�	'���	��	����	�	()�	�	*+,�, T�n�a�e zä-Guba�e Printing Press,
Addis Abäba 1944 Eth. C. [1951/52 A. D.]; for the recent German translation, s.
FRIEDRICH ERICH DOBBERAHN, «Der äthiopische Ritus» in: HANSJAKOB BECKER — HER-
MAN ÜHLEIN (Hrsg.), Liturgie im Angesicht des Todes: Judentum und Ostkirchen, St.
Ottilien 1997 (Pietas liturgica 9, 10), I, 137–316; ID., «Der äthiopische Begräbnisri-
tus»,  in:  ibid., I, 657–84 [text]; ID., “Der äthiopische Begräbnisritus”, in: ibid., II,
859–1036 [translation]; ID., «Weitere Formulare zum äthiopischen Begräbnisritus»,
in: ibid., II, 1397–1432 [translation].

5 ERNST HAMMERSCHMIDT, Äthiopische Handschriften vom ��n�see. 1: Reisebericht
und Beschreibung der Handschriften in dem Kloster des heiligen Gabriel auf der
Insel Kebr�n, Franz Steiner Verlag, Wiesbaden 1973 (Verzeichnis der orientalischen
Handschriften in Deutschland XX, 1), p. 129, ms. 	�n�see 20 [= Kebr�n 20], fols.
2ra–99rb.

6 See DONALD CRUMMEY and GETATCHEW HAILE, «Abunä Sälama: Metropolitan of
Ethiopia, 1841–1868: A New G�‘�z Biography», JES 37/1 (2004), pp. 5–40, here pp.
22, 36.

7 DONALD CRUMMEY, «Orthodoxy and Imperial Reconstruction in Ethiopia 1854-
1878», Journal of Theological Studies 29 (1978), pp. 427–442, here pp. 440–441.
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The two excerpts come primarily from ms. EMML 3402 (A), and they
have been collated with ms. EMML 3562 (B).8  For the quotations from the
F� th �a Nägä�t (FN)9  and the ��r�at zä-Abba �akw�mis (SP),10  which are rath-
er extensive, I have relied almost wholly on the published versions. I limited
the study to two manuscripts because the informational value to be had from
using more would not have justified the effort. The punctuation, save for the
quotation from the FN and SP, is that of A, but paragraphing is mine. Words
in parenthesis are supplied for clarity; they are some times supported by B.

8 GETATCHEW HAILE, A Catalogue of Ethiopian Manuscripts Microfilmed for the
Ethiopian Manuscript Microfilm Library, Addis Ababa and for the Hill Monastic
Manuscript Library, Collegeville, vol. VIII, Collegeville, (Minnesota) 1985, p. 242;
and vol. IX, 1987, p. 42, respectively.

9 IGNAZIO GUIDI (ed., tr.), Il «Feth �a Nagast» o «Legislazione dei Re» codice eccle-
siastico e civile di Abissinia, Napoli 1897 (text), 1899 (tr.), chapter 22, pp. 142–145
(text), 205–208 (tr.).

10 AUGUST DILLMANN, Chrestomathia Aethiopica, edita et glossaria explanata,
Addenda e corrigenda adiecit Enno Littmann, Lipsiae 21941 [reprint, Darmstadt 1967],
p. 64.
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Text*

(A, fol. 4a, B, fol. 3a) ����	���	���-�	���&��	./��	�	�*(���
�$"0�	����	�.-��	'����	����1 )2�	�*�
34��	��*0�%�

256��	 ��7��8�9 �$%0�	 :0�%�	 �;	 ��6�<�8�	 ������+�
���=,>?��

*@AB�	 :0�%��	 C���	 20��	 �DE�0��F	 20��	 ��$<��
�*�
G�H�#*�	��I����J	��K�	��#��	�'6��	������L	����7�I�

AM!��	 ���2�
���	 ���N�:��O	 �PA�#�	D�*�	���@��	��Q��
���5#��	 �%���	 ����	 �0RS�8�	 *K5
���	 "$T�	 �D:�	 ��U*V

��-���W	 (B, fol. 3b) �X)��	 '���Y	 ��@��	 ����
�9Z	 �����
��
�"[\��99	 ��@�
��9;	 �]V��9?	 ���Q:*\�9F�	 �������9J

��U*.^�9L	�DG�	�����	����	�����9O ����	���	���-�	���&��
./��	 ��
������9W	 -�D�V��	 �X_\��	 �*61`���	 ��*7�

'�7^�9Y	�����	%]��	*����	:�����	�7��8�	���	T��	����
%]��	 ���'6��	 �D��;Z	 ����	:�#�	 aP����;9	%M��	�����

���2�	�*H�
>�	��b,M!�	�D>�	�����	�*H�
>�	��DM!�
�'���;; ����;?	�'�����	*�:�����	����	���@��;F	���<�;J�

����1��;L	��GDc�;O	���C1��;W	��()�#>�;Y	�E�P�?Z	���	DEd��
�@�
��	��]V�?9	����%:*\���?;	���`�	� �_���	eA, fol. 4b)
����!�`��	�����	��*f??	0��d��	�*<���	$����?F	P���
<���	��Q���

��*7�	:����	*"7��	�*��#0�	����	1S���?J	*�:0�%��	P���?L

�#��	����	6�<�8�	����	�0RS�8��	��*7�	�����	()��	[#P�	�D:�

�:�7g��	�#��	�'g
h��	���&��
�h��	�i)^�	�'c7�	�DEK���	:C���	��A�#�	�)j2�	�� �_���

�:�����	X_\��	����	��_3�	�G�g���	D)k�,��?O	�:�@2l��	�<]�
:����	 *A�#U�	 m	 �	 MP�	 ��*)n0�	 �:0�%��	 ���	6�<��	 7��8�

�$%0�	��6���	*P��	�)�o�	g��	p���	*)n0��	�:����	q:�
%#��	k#��	�:0�%��	���	@AB�	�X)��	�6���	*P���	�)�o�

g��	n�)�	*)n0��	�:����	�-	X0�	(S-��	�:0�%��	���	@AB�
�X)��	�6���	�:�/�	*P��	g��	%*��	*)n0�	�:����?W	S*�

3��	H*�#��	�:0�%��	���	*@AB�	�:�/�	*P���	g��	*)n0�
�:����?Y	 <#�	r�	 Rs��	 *�:0�%��	 ���	@AB�	�:%���	 g��	 H�)�

∗
 A = EMML 3402; B = EMML 3562; FN = F�th�a Nägä�t, SP = ��r�at zä-Abba

�akw�mis. If a variant reading comprises more than one word, its beginning is marked
by one asterisk (*) whereas the end is marked by a number referring to the apparatus.
If the variant is represented by a longer passage, its beginning is marked by two
asterisks (**) and the end by two asterisks and a number; in turn, a variant within
such a passage is designated, at the beginning, by the asterisk (*), and by the asterisk
with a number at the end. For the description of EMML 3402 and EMML 3562, see
n. 8, above.
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*)n0�	�:����FZ	V0�	b��F9	H���F;	�����	*P��F?	g��	�#��	�(B, fol.
4a)���!��	 ����FF	 t2�	 @�
��	 ��H�*^�FJ	 ,T��	 *�����	 t2�
]V2�	�.K���	 �����	 t2�	 "7 Mu�FL	 ������	 *����	6�<��

�"M�`��FO	 ����^��	 ���<�5
`���	 **����FW	 t2�	 X_2�
��^�	P���	Ppk#�	��v()���	*.-��	*6M)��FY	*��w�	]V��

���w�	�2t��	��2tH:��	�"7 M!�	��0(A, fol. 5a)��	�.K�	����
6�<�8JZ �:0�%��	<�
G�	0�%���**J9

*��*-EI�	 0RS�	 0�%��J;	 ��0^��	 *�*61>�	 ./��
��*K��	 �����J?	 ���<�5
`��	 ���	 :��c�	 ���%2�	 �.-��

�'�
��%#���	 ����	:�#�	 �'�
�2�JF	 ���5#��	 ���<�	61G�	���G�
K*G�	T":���	��<�*��*��*-EI�	0RS�	�����	:�<x�JJ	*�
@�
X_\��JL	 ����	 :�2����	 *�"7��	 ���	 y�+�	*��#>�	 :�<*^��JO

*�:�<P�	 ()�#>�JW	 .�<�	 �:��	 **���H�x�JY	 ,T���	 *�X)��
:�-^�LZ	 g��	�z���	�:����L9	,P��	 *������	 �����	�z���
������	 )j��	 ��^��	 ����^�	P���	�z���	 ��'M��	 ���

��)M��L;	*��#>�**L?	P���	D)�5���
(B, fol. 3a) **�h��	x���	���
��	���
-�	�P�	��M)��	E�H��

:Ei�M�	�:'�7M�	�X���	����	 ��
��K��	T�8�	�:��l�	 ()�#Q�
��#��	����!��	����	x��	��$%��	�����	�� �!�	���"�	����

�
� ��LF	�#��	����!���
	 �N�
��	*P���LJ	 *�*.-��	:'�7^�LL	 -�P�	P��8�	 ��t�

&kn�	 ����	 *�$%&�	 ��I��
��LO	 :2'��	 ���	 �j�
,�	 I-���
���6{�	 |#Uf��	 *�*-EI�	x���	 NC�M}LW	 �����LY	 t2�	 7��8�

��
:K���	 �*�
5��^�	 *��\��	 ��M)��	 ��-��}	 ����8��
�
���^��	 *X)���	 �<]�OZ	:�Pc�	 *P,��O9	���%2�	 *��~I�

KMù ��O;	�:K���O?	*���	�
��^��OF	P���	�#��	����!��	*�����
:Ei�^���OJ **OL �)�'�	@�
��	)j2�	�����	�����	)j���

	(B, fol. 4a) ��*-EI�	�&���	�����	'�<��	�b��	������	�����
0�%��	*$���	�*�Ml��	�.��	.-��	�*_��	Gy��OO	*$M��

�2A��	 ��*��
\���	 �)�#n��	 ��(A, fol. 5b)����	DP,�	 �B��
��#��	 ����!���	 �:7n)�	�*_���OW	 ���	:����	 �*<�OY	 �.-��

�'�
��%#���	����	*�y��	*$M��WZ	����W9	���	���l��	������W;

0�%��	�*_��W?	��T�	�:��)�WF	����	:�#���	�'�
�2�	�|#Uf���

��~���	�*(B, fol. 4b)-��	:����	)~�I�	��D���	��&,"��	�*-��WJ

:����	0�8%�	��D���

���7�	 '���	 �)��	 ��)I&�WL	 ��@�I��	 �����WO	 ��_����
*��M)��	:0�%��	�:'���	�� 2��WW �����	�
��_����	�p����

)���	 ���WY	 ��p�#>�	 �z���	 *��*7�	 �H�)��	 )����YZ	 ����
��)���Y9 ��$"�	20���	g��	H�<:�	�D:�Y;	.-��	���I�	��%�!>�

��'�
��%#���	 ��w�	 R-.�	 ���w�	 NU���	 �X)��	 ����)���
*������	�P���	�z��>�	��<���	�5
�#�	���#�
��	�5
�#�Y?	����

���)����	*�)�5�	)j2�YF	����	:K'��	�����	)j���	�X)��	:'���
*��)���	���)����	����YJ	��)�� <�5�YL	�'�
�2�YO	�D���YW
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����	:�#�	� �	a��B��	����T�YY	��)I&�	�*�NP�9ZZ :0�"^�

���<�8��9Z9	*������	)j�}9Z;	��	�)���9Z?	:�1����	������	./H��

�5
�#�	 �M*�	P���	 �#��	 ����!��	 �:�X&���9ZF	 X_\��	 *)j2�
�]V\��9ZJ	�������	��P�	./H��9ZL	�:�'/�9ZO	���8�	��x��9ZW

��*j2�	 N:����9ZY	 ��*7�99Z	 :��+�999	 ������	 ()��	 )j��

�:)Uc�	����	:�'>�	*��(�	�#�
�99;}	����	I�����	�:���	:�P��

*���	"[��99?	���99F	:@P*�	.-��	&j�}99J	eA, fol. 6a) *����w�
��l�99L	*:�P3��	��
G�	�����99O

�X)��	:'���99W	�	)���	��
)����	�����
��)����99Y	�X)��

��0RS��9;Z	<���	:'���9;9	���9;;	�7Xf��	���P��	*�:7��^�
������	�.A�#�	��� ���9;? ����	*:����	&-�K�	�@�T�9;F	g��

���d���	��D>�9;J	h��	��G�	��#��	�����	f�#��	�*-EI�	x(B, fol.
5a)��	 ������<���	 ����IG�	 ���8�	 g��	 �'�
��%#���	 *��D>�

:K��2�	�2�	�X_\��	��]V\��9;L	�'���	����	)j2�	��� 2��

�:�P��	�#q`��9;O	����	�#�^�	�:�%.�	��*H��	�')��	��D>�9;W

:�P3��	 �#q�	61>�	 ./��	 �K��	 �����	 *�:�P3��	 \_G�

�)I0��9;Y	�����	����	]�#>�	*���8w�	���x�w	:�P3��9?Z	<���

<�
G��	 �����	 �����	 �����	 �'����	 �'�
��%#��	  "�!d���

��I�
<���9?9	 ����	 *�y��	 �����	 �)��	 <�*��9?;	 �2A��	 ��T�

�:������	 ����	 ����	 *y�+�	 �":�d��	P�d��	 �()�>��

�h��9??	�$��	�*<�*�	��T�8�9?F	*"I��	����	��T�	�-�^�	�g�#>��

����	R-.�	�'�
��%#��	�$-@�	�0@I��

*��X_��	 �x��9?J	 ��*�7D]>�	 �
:��7�	 ()�#>�	 ���	 �I&�

�"q���	��
:6UU�	�� �
>�	��
7�0�9?L	�XG�	��
:�[
�	6)�d��

�(�	���d�	��'�
��%#��	���N��	�:����	�<1p#�	���n>�	���

�
���	 R-.��	 *������	 X_\��	 �@HP���	 �]V\��	�0�P�

��#�l�	 g��	 �'�
��%#���	 ����c�	 �@8%2�9?O	 ������	 5
�#��	 �h��9?W

��M)���	*�P��8�	)���9?Y	����� *�6�<��	��0�Q��9FZ	�'�
�(A,
fol. 6b)�%#��	�����	����	�0�P�	���l�9F9	()��	���	&����	�*7��8�

<�*��

(A, fol. 115a; B, fol. 8a) *�#2��	��*�NP�	�:�#�9F;	�y���	����
�

 )��	��%�!�	y5��	��
:&�`�	��'�
��%#��	��
:5���	~\G�	�2A��

������	����!\���	�y���	�9F?	�#|
��	V���	���
�	./��	�:&�`�

��'�
��%#��	P���	:��!�	y5��	��/�	����:�	 )�}	�t2�	:*)4�

����>�	�:5#6��	����	:���	� �	0n_�	�*��2�>�	��'�
��%#��
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1. B ��*7��8�
2. B omits.
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4. B	@AS�	�����	5
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��	)j2�	�����	�����	(B, fol. 3b) )j��	�����
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��	:'���	���8�	�D)���	��]V��	�D)���	��"7 M!�	�D)���;
A	omits at this place and places toward the end.

9. B	omits.
10. B	����
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11. B	��"[\�� �D>�	:'���
12. B �@�
���
13. B ��]V��
14. B	��Q:*���	��"[\��
15. B	�����
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16. B	U*.^��
17. B	:����
18. B ��
:�����
19. B	:'����
20. B ���'6��	�D��
21. B	omits.
22. B �:'���
23. A omits.
24. A �����	��@���
25. A ����<���
26. A ����1C��
27. B ��GD��
28. B ����1*�
29. B	��()�#`���
30. A ��E�+�
31. B	��]V��	�
32. B	��"7 M!�	�Q:*��	�
33. B	omits.
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34. B	$��d��
35. B	��#0�	����	(S-�
36. B	:0�%��	0�%��	g��
37. A	D)k���
38. B	��*)n0�
39. B	6�<��	7��8�	�$%0�	��*7�	�6���	*P��	�)�o�	g��
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47. A	����	6�<��	"M�`��
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52. A ��*7�
53. A 61>�	./���	�Kx�	���I�	����d��
54. B omits.
55. This is according to the FN; A �-EI	�	:�<x�;	B	�-Eb>	�	:�<*�
56. FN omits.
57. FN ��*-Eb>�	:�<*^�	5� �#�	���	y�+�	_G��	��*-EI7�;	B

�:�<*^�	���	y�P�	_G�
58. FN :�<P�	()�#>� �
@�	X_\��	A �()�#>�	:��+�
59. B �
@�	X_\��	�-Eb>�	��H�*^�
60. B X)��	�:��-^�
61. B ����	:����
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64. B adds ��@��
65. FN *P��
66. A omit.
67. A �$%0�	���I��
���;	B �$%&�	��n��
��
68. A %C�M�	-EI�	x���;	B -EI�	x���	%C�M�
69. AB ����
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70. A �<]�; B X)��
71. A *P,2�	FN �,��
72. B ��KM!`��
73. AB ��
:K���
74. A ��^��	B ���	��^��
75. A	������	:"$�^���
76. **B places toward the beginning.
77. A ���	Gy���
78. B omits.
79. B adds �*_��
80. B �y���	��'�
��%#��	*$M��
81. B ����
82. B �����
83. �*_��
84. B �:������
85. B �]��	*-��
86. B :'���	���8�	�)���	�)I&�
87. B ����
88. B	��<���	0�%��	��� \��	:'���	���8��
89. A ���
90. B �-EI�	��)���
91. A omits.
92. B omits.
93. B �����	��5
�#>�	P���	�z���	��#�
��	�5
�#�	���<���	�5
�#�
94. B �:P'��	)j2�	�:)Uc�
95. B omits.
96. B omits.
97. B adds �
G����	���d��	����	<�5�
98. This paragraph is a drastic rephrase of the FN.
99. A ��T�;	B ���T�
100. A ��*�NP��
101. SP	���<�8� ��)��8�;	B ��)��8�
102. SP �5
�#	)j��	B ������
103. B ����	�)���	��)���	���)���
104. SP	�:��&���
105. AB �]V\��	)j2��
106. A omits.
107. A :�'/�
108. AB g��	�'�
��%#��
109. A adds _G��u>�;	AB add ��x��
110. A ����	B omits.
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112. B �<���	��#�
��	�����	5
�#�
113. A "[2�	���	�26��;	B �)���	26��;	AB plus	y���	��-\�
114. B omits.
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115. AB �'(A, fol. 6a)�
��%#��
116. AB �����	:�#�l�
117. A <���<�
G�	�.-��	�'�
��%#���;	B <��	:�P3���
118. B omits.
119. B ���	��)���
120. B �0RS��
121. B omits; A adds :'���
122. B ��7�
123. B	:'���	 ����	�� 2�	�:7��^��	 ������	�.A�#�	 ����
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124. B :�����	&-�K�	�@�T��
125. B �D>�
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�2�	X_\��	�]V\��
127. A omits.
128. B �D>�
129. B \":�	�)I0��
130. B ���8�	���x��	:�P3�
131. B �I�
<���
132. B �)��	�����	<�*�	�y���
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134. A ��T��
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136. B ��
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138. AB �����
139. AB omit.
140. This is according to FN; AB �<.*�	��&�Q�
141. A ��#�l�
142. ���0�P�	���P�
143. B omits.
144. B ��5Q6�	�*�����	���:�
145. B ��_�@�	�����
146. B adds ���
�
147. B adds ����!�>�
148. B ���
�>�	�����>�
149. B adds �����	���>�
150. B P���
151. B �*���
152. B �����	*���	x�8�	����G��
153. B adds g�#>�
154. A *��)�
155. A omits.
156. A adds P��8�
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157. A omits.
158. B	�
:*_��	2A2�	����	�
~�l�
159. A ������	�)'���	�<�[�	������
160. B omits.
161. B adds ��B��	P��8�	�#|
��	V���	N�2�	���G�	��I�
162. B omits.
163. B ����
164. B ��M)���
165. B omits.
166. B ���4�
167. B adds P��8�
168. B adds �����	����>�
169. B omits.
170. B ��*_���
171. B adds ���8�
172. B <����
173. B g�#>�	P��8�	�����	�_�*�
174. B �����	����>�	�\>�	�i��
175. B ���G�
176. B �&n_���
177. A omits.
178. B omits.
179. B �*�Q}
180. B ��P6��
181. B �*7��8�	��2��	K:��
182. B �����
183. B *$M��	�'���	*$M��	��� 2�	�����G�	�#q��
184. B -E����	 ��&@�	 20�G�	 �*2�	 �
���	 ��)I5���	 �D)*.�

���&@�	20�G�	P���	�
���	��X�2��	y������
185. B adds P��8�
186. B adds 0RS�
187. B ����
188. B omits.
189. B adds �IK�
190. B Pi�� �:��!�	20��	�*$��	g�#>��
191. B adds �'�
��
192. B �����
193. B 52��	�06"��
194. B P��8�	�
|
��	V���
195. B adds ��7N�	*"I�8�
196. A omits.
197. B �5A*�
198. B <�	�S�
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Translation

(A, fol. 4a; B, fol. 3a) In the name of the Father and the Son and the Holy
Spirit.

We write this introduction to the funeral ritual1  that we have compiled
from the Sinodos and the F� th�a Nägä� t. One shall absolve with this book,
according to its directives, its sequences, and its classes.

First, let them absolve (using the prayers), the departure of the soul, (by
Athanasius) and the passing of the soul that came from Jerusalem and was
found in the hands of Queen Helen, and read over (the dead person) the 150
psalms of David, 15 Prophets, Songs of Solomon, the Praises of Mary, the
Gate of Light.2  And read3  (over the water) the Gospel of John, to the end,
and bathe and baptize the corpse.4  (B, fol. 3b) Also, provide a cross for a
man, a woman, children, priests, deacons, laymen and women, and baptize
them with water of prayer, saying, «In the name of the Father, the Son, and
the Holy Spirit». You shall not remove the undergarment of priests from their
body. Then shroud them with new clothes, that it may signal with this that
they have new clothes in the kingdom of heaven, as the Apostle Paul has
said, «As we are clothed in the image of the earthly, likewise we shall be
clothed in the image of the heavenly».5

Perform for (the dead) seven shroudings, setting for them seven crosses —
one at the head side, one at the feet side, one at the right, one at the left, and
three on them. Let them also kindle twelve lamps for a priest, seven for a
deacon, and four for laypeople. Putting on lights (A, fol. 4b) for them is for
the recognition of their translation from the world of darkness to the world of
light.

Then let the people recite (the psalm from) aleph to gimel.6  Let them
perform the absolution (beginning) at home to the end, according to the di-
rective. Then, let them read (prayers) on salt and water and sprinkle the house,
removing the carpet.

1 I. e. the Mä� �� �afä G�nzät.
2 These are the contents of the Ethiopic Psalter.
3 In the directive, the subject interchanges frequently between «they», the clergy,

and «you», obviously the priest in charge. When in general, the object is referred to
as either «he» (singular masculine) or «they» (plural masculine). The soul is femi-
nine. The verb is mostly in the imperative.

4 The beginning and the end of the instruction are not clear. It could mean, «...the
Gate of Light and the Gospel of John, to the end. And having read (all these over the
water), bathe and baptize the corps».

5 I Cor. 15:49.
6 These are the alphabetical marks of the subdivisions of Ps. 118/119.
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When they bring out the shrouded one from his dwelling, let them carry
wheat, incense, and lights. Let the clergy put on their clerical vestments, carry
censers and chant. Also, let them read at the second station,7 daleth, he, (and)
vau and absolve according to the directive of this book. And let them lift up
the dead and rest at the third station, read zain, cheth (and) teth, and absolve as
before. Again, let them lift up the dead and rest at the fourth station, read jod,
caph, (and) lamed, and absolve as before. Again, let them lift up the dead, and
take (him) to the fifth station, read mem, nun, (and) samech, and absolve like
before. Let them take the dead to the sixth station, read ain, pe, (and) tzaddi,
and absolve like before. Let them go to the seventh station, read koph, resh,
(and) shin, and bring in the dead into (B, fol. 4a) the church. If he is a priest,
let them make him greet the tabot; if he is a deacon, (just) the sanctuary.8  If it
is a layman or a woman,9  (let it be) according to the order (they observed)
when they were alive. And let them lie down according to their ranks. If it is a
priest, let them bring him in, inside the curtain, before the altar. But if it a
deacon, a monk, a nun or a layman, (let it be) outside (A, fol. 5a) the sanctu-
ary, according to the directive, and absolve the grand absolution.

After the completion of the absolution, let (the clergy) make (the dead
person) taste from (Christ’s) holy body and his honored blood, according to
their rank, so that they may be pure before God, as Our Lord has said in the
Gospel, «He who ate my body and drank my blood will have eternal life».10

After the completion of the prayer, let the high priest kiss him bidding him
farewell. And let the people who are with him kiss him. Let (the high priest)
spill on him oil, and have him greet the tabot. And then let them take him to
the tomb and read tau, say the Prayer of Burial and the Prayer of Incense. Let
them bring him into the tomb and make him lie near those who are his equals
to his rank.

(B, fol. 3a) And when a woman dies in childbirth or during the time of her
confinement in childbed,11 let them bath her and shroud her in another dress
she had not used when giving birth, and pray over her (body) in church; for
death has purified her. But if she does not have clean clothes, let her not enter
church.12

7 M���raf.
8 Mäqdäs.
9 An�st, in plural.
10 Jn. 6:54. This sentence is neither in all manuscripts nor, of course, in the FN;

but in the manuscripts in which it is found, the point is made in more than one place
and unequivocally, e.g. B, fol. 22a: ���)^�	�*61>�	�7��8�	�-��	���	:�R"�
�.-��	�'�
��%#�� «Make the corpse ��������������������������	���so that he
may be purified before God».

11 	�rs.
12 This sentence is not in the FN, and appears to be at variance with the preceding

sentence.
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Bathing the dead before they shroud him is necessary; it is not an inven-
tion, for the book of Acts tells that they had bathed the disciple Tabitha,
whom Peter raised after she died.13  If this was unnecessary, the faithful would
not have practiced it during the time of the Disciples; and (the Disciples) did
not forbid them. Moreover, the dead become filthy as a result of their sick-
ness, and so, it is necessary that they do not let them into church without
bathing them. Let the priest raise incense and read the Prayer of Incense.

(B, 4a) After the Prayer of Burial and all the prayer(s) of absolution are
completed, let them bring from his possession and put it before his teacher14

so that he may give alms (on his behalf), be it to the poor, the wretched, the
elderly, and (A, fol. 5b) the orphans or to the church. Let the teacher dispense
(it) so that he may be a witness before God that he has given alms. If (people)
only fast and pray, it will not be sufficient without the absolution of the tea-
cher, as Our Lord has said to Peter, «Whomever you bind on (B, fol.4b) earth,
let him be bound in heaven, and whomever you loose on earth, let him be
loosed in heaven».15

Do like this on the day (the person) rested and is buried. If it is possible
for them, let them absolve and celebrate the Eucharist 40 days. If it is impos-
sible for them, (let them do it) on the third day, as the Resurrection of the
Word; then on the seventh day, for his soul reaches (on that day) the seventh
heaven, before the throne of the glory of God, whether righteous or sinful.
Then also on the twelfth day, let them read at the tomb seven times during the
day and seven times during the night16  for twelve day.17  Let them raise in-
cense, reciting the Prayer of Incense. Let them again perform (the ritual) on
the thirtieth day and fortieth day, because Our Lord had ascended the heavens
on the fortieth day.

As abba Pachomius has said, «If one of the brothers dies, let them absolve
him every hour/day18  with Prayer of Incense. On the fortieth day, let all the
saints19  assemble in church at compline, and the priests apportion incense,
and the deacons all the holy fathers perform prostration, as much as they can,
before him who has died. Then, let them spill their tears on the incense and
incense vigilantly all night, for I have found which says, ‘He will be like an
infant when he stands before (A, fol. 6a) the Creator’. And for those who
prayed it will be a great reward».

13 Acts 9:36.
14 I. e. confessor father.
15 Cf. Mt. 16:19.
16 B has three times during the night and three times during the day.
17 The expression, «for twelve days», is apparently added as a result of corruption

of the sentence.
18 Cf. SP which also has the variants like the ritual manuscripts.
19 I. e. the monks.
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Again, let them celebrate on the sixtieth day, eightieth day, and on the one
hundred eighty-third day.20  Moreover, let them celebrate at the anniversary,
as the commemoration of the fathers. Let them commemorate him in prayer(s),
and Mass. For the Eucharist benefits him very much, and brings him close to
Christ. Similarly, when Moses prayed for Reuben (B, fol. 5a) 215 years after
he died, he earned him forgiveness from God.21  Similarly, it is incumbent
upon us, priests and deacons, that we celebrate for (the dead with) incense
and the Eucharist that will be their redemption, for (celebration) has redeemed
Isaac in the likeness of a ram. Similarly, his holy body and his honored blood
will be a redemption for them; it will be for them peace and rest. If one adds
(more) to it, it will be a great reward for him as well as the dead. We say this
only regarding the servants of God. As for the sinners, even if they give the
poor the wealth of the whole world, it will not benefit them, because when
they were alive, they were haters (of almsgiving). When he leaves the world,
he will have no mercy, because there is no partiality with (God). «For God is
righteous, and he loves righteous deeds».22

And let not a priest, one of whose relatives dies, grieve over him like the
rest of the heathens. Let him not tear his clothes nor dwell long in mourning,
nor pull his hair. Rather, let him give thanks to God very much. Let him be
perseverant in his trying like the righteous Job. O you, priests, and deacons, it
is necessary that you pray to God and be alert23  at all times. When you are
invited on that day, eat in measure and with the fear of God (A, fol. 6b), for it
is necessary that you pray on those who are translated from this world.

(A, fol. 115a; B, fol. 8a) One of the brothers reported thus: There was a
rich man in a certain city who neither feared God nor did good to the poor or
the churches. There was in that city a bishop, a holy man who feared God; he
was the son of the wicked rich man. He used to preach his father and admo-
nish him, saying, «Father, fear the judgment of God; control yourself and stay
away from sin». But his father did not listen to him. Rather, he increased
doing wicked things. He added sin to sin. His time was finished in lawless-
ness and filth.

Then (B, fol. 8b) the rich man died. The bishop grieved (because) he
loved his father very much. He mourned his father very much and petitioned
God, with much fasting and vigilance, in order that he may show him at what
place his father was, how he was, and what had happened to him. He said,
«What is (the consequence of) death to my father?»

20 B has «163 days».
21 Deut. 33:6 (?).
22 Ps. 10/11:7.
23 The word is n�qu� �an, ‘alert’, ‘watchful’, ‘vigilant’. It could be a misreading of

n���u� �an ‘clean, pure’, which also B has.
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An angel of God came and had him tour, in a dream, the places of damna-
tion. He brought him to a certain place. It was in the likeness of a very deep
pit filled with darkness, a pit dug of (A, fol. 115b) fire and brimstone. Smoke
came up from it, and a very bad, stinking, and reeking smell emitted from it.
The bishop was astounded; he asked the angel about this awful and very
much fear-inspiring place. The angel said to him, «This place is called hell.24

There dwell in it all wicked rich people who neither have mercy25  (upon the
poor) nor do good to their friends and who pass their time in violence and
crime, and die without repentance. This place of tribulation is where you
father is. He is buried in the lowest of the low».

When (the bishop) woke up from his sleep, he took all the money his
father left behind and divided (it) among the poor and the wretched. He fas-
ted, prayed, and celebrated the Eucharist in the church for him for forty days.
He petitioned God with much agony and tears.

The same angel came to him (and) took him, in a dream, to the place
where his father was way down in damnation (below) his head up to his
neck.26  When the bishop woke up from his sleep, he added fasting to fasting,
abstinence, and vigilance. He celebrated the Eucharist up to half (B, fol. 9a)
a year.

The angel came to him again in a dream and took him to the same place
where he showed him his father. Behold, (his father) had come out from
damnation, (but) he was way down in damnation from his waist. He cried,
and said to his father, «O father, this was what I feared for you and preached
you. (But) you did not want to listen to me». His father answered, saying,
«Make haste, O my son, so that you may rescue me from (this) bitter torture.
Add fasting and prayer, and abandon not (the celebration of) the Eucharist
and almsgiving, because of your prayer(s) and because of the body and blood
of Christ (A, fol. 116a) half of my body is saved, but half of my soul is still in
Hades».

When the bishop woke up, he increased fasting, praying, and vigilance,
being in sackcloth and ashes; celebrated the Eucharist up to a year.

Then he saw, again in a dream: Behold, Our Lord Jesus Christ has come
down to that place, and gave an order to the same angel: He said to him,
«Bring out that soul; let her come to me». When he brought her, (the Lord)
said, «I have forgiven this soul for the sake of the toil and effort of the bishop,
and for the sake of my body and my blood. Bathe her with the water of life
and bring her in to Paradise».

24 The word is gähannäm Gehenna.
25 Lit. «they teach»; obviously for iyy�m�� ��ru ‘they have no mercy’; B has

iyy�m�h�ru.
26 Lit. «from his head to his neck».
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37 This is arguably an indication that the ritual was composed in the monastery of
Däbrä �ayq �s�ifanos, Ambassäl, Wällo (Amhara).

When (the bishop) woke up from his sleep, he rejoiced very much, and
praised God. We, too, let us pray to God so that he may have mercy upon us
and forgive us our sins, and make us worthy of his kingdom, by the prayer of
Our Lady Mary, the ladder of petitions; and by the prayer of John the Baptist,
the star of the field and wilderness; and by the prayer of Stephen, the Arch-
deacon and the Protomartyr;27  now and always and forever. Amen.
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